
15 Te Oneroa Way, Long Bay

Luxury In Long Bay, Plus Extra!
You will be amazed with this beautifully designed, stylish and

contemporary family home set on approximately 374m2 floor area

and generous corner position on 706m2 (more or less) freehold

land. The home gives you lots of space to enjoy its comfortable

design noticing the attention to detail and high specifications

throughout the home. 

Welcoming you home, you will be presented with multiple living

areas. Enjoy a coffee in the formal living in front of the cosy gas

fireplace and large windows bringing in the natural light. Generous

open plan living is great for entertaining guests, and the inspiring

chefs will enjoy the classic detailed kitchen and butlers kitchen, the

kids can enjoy the outside low maintenance lawn. Relax and

unwind in the upstairs living, one of the 5 bedrooms, or enjoy an

afternoon soak in the beautiful main bathroom deep bath with two

master bedrooms both enjoying their own ensuite. Suitable for the
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large growing families. 

The bonus features; an additional 2-bedroom granny potential on

the lower level with a separate entrance, lounge and bathroom.

Giving the owners the opportunity for extended family living or

work from home. The triple car garaging is great for the additional

cars, boats or storage you may keep secure.

The Long Bay community is a fantastic way to enjoy coastal living;

a short walk to the popular beach, shopping complex, weekend

markets, cafes and local schools; Long Bay School and College.

Call Judy today!

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified

whether or not that information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its

accuracy. We do not accept any responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than

pass it on. All interested parties should make and rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine

whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


